Tour Options
Full-day tours

 all tours are with English guide 

Mountain Lake Splendor

Ascend to the summit on the longest mono-cableway in Africa to get incredible
360° views of one of the most gorgeous areas in South Africa especially popular
with hikers, paragliders and nature lovers. Stretch your legs on the mountain
walkway, boasting information about the history of the area, its natural surrounds
and various points of interest. Transfer via a scenic mountain pass to the shores of
Hartbeespoort Dam, the preferred playground for the new South Africa of Pretoria
and Johannesburg. Enjoy a 2-hour leisure cruise with breathtaking views of the
African bushveld, surrounded by the oldest mountain chain on Earth.
Including Harties Cableway, boat cruise and lunch on board
Pack Camera, sun block / hat, pocket money for snacks on the road or souvenirs
where available
Duration:

6 hours

Transportation:

included

Costs:
8 to 15 persons
16 to 21 persons
22 to 32 persons
33 to 38 persons
39 to 44 persons

1430 ZAR/person
1320 ZAR/person
1180 ZAR/person
1130 ZAR/person
1100 ZAR/person

Dress:

Walking shoes & a couple of layers with a
jacket or jersey as winter mornings starts of
quite cold but as the day goes the weather
usually warms up

Fitness Level:

Suited for people of all ages
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Sun City & Pilanesberg Safari

This malaria-free 58 000-hectare National Park – the fourth largest in South Africa –
is situated on the eroded remains of a 1,2 billion-year-old extinct volcanic crater,
and is home to the Big Five (lion, leopard, buffalo, rhino and elephant), and more
than 365 bird species. After the safari, enter Sun City. Situated in the Bushveld of
South Africa’s North West Province and surrounded by the imposing mountains of
the Pilanesberg, the resort draws thousands of visitors each year to its four topquality hotels, magnificent sporting and recreational facilities including 2 world
class golf courses, and the magical Lost City water-park, The Valley of Waves.
Including: Pilanesberg National Park safari, entrance to Sun City & Valley of Waves
lunch not included (there are many choices in Sun City)
Pack Camera, sun block/hat, swimwear, towel, pocket money for snacks on the
road or souvenirs where available
Duration:

10.5 hours

Transportation:

included

Costs:
8 to 15 persons
16 to 21 persons
22 to 32 persons
33 to 38 persons
39 to 44 persons

1860 ZAR/person
1780 ZAR/person
1560 ZAR/person
1500 ZAR/person
1460 ZAR/person

Dress:

Comfortable shoes & a couple of layers with
a jacket or jersey as winter mornings starts
of quite cold but as the day goes the
weather usually warms up; bring your
swimwear for the water activities at the
Valley of Waves

Fitness Level:

Suited for people of all ages
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